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Distribution of the Sixth UUP Survey: Quality of Professional Life &
Administrative Assessment
By Bill Simons, Chapter President

In a short time, all members of the UUP bargaining unit will receive the survey: Quality of Professional Life
& Administrative Assessment. Dissemination and tabulation of the survey will be electronic and done in
a manner that guarantees the confidentiality of respondents. Dr. Jen-Ting Wang, Associate Professor of
Statistics, Department of Mathematics, Computer Science, & Statistics, will tabulate the results. Those to
be evaluated include the president, vice presidents, and current deans with at least one year in their
current position.
At its July 21, 2014, meeting, the UUP Executive Board voted to conduct, during the fall 2014 semester, the
College at Oneonta’s sixth evaluation of Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment. The
Executive Board created a committee, consisting of Rob Compton, Norm Payne, Jen-Ting Wang, Mark
Ferrara, and Bill Simons, to design the survey instrument. UUP then conducted pilot tests of the survey.
UUP Oneonta will hold a meeting open to all members of the UUP bargaining unit on Wednesday,
September 24 to introduce the 2014 Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment. In addition,
UUP will discuss the contents of the survey with Management.
The rationale for the vote of the UUP Oneonta Executive Board to conduct this evaluation rests on several
factors, amongst them:
1. UUP has an obligation to survey its members’ assessment of professional life;
2. All employees, including administrators, should be accountable;
3. Subordinate personnel are continuously
evaluated;
4. UUP Oneonta has an on-going practice of
periodic assessment of professional life and
the senior administration; and

5. Such assessments of professional life and the
senior administrators provide important
feedback.
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Distribution of the Sixth UUP Survey: Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment
(Continued)

The senior Administrators to be evaluated are noted below:
 President Nancy Kleniewski


Provost &Vice President for Academic Affairs Maria Thompson



Vice President for Student Development Steven R. Perry,



Vice President for Finance and Administration Todd Foreman



Vice President for College Advancement Paul J. Adamo



Dean of Economics and Business David Yen



Dean of Natural and Mathematical Sciences Venkat Sharma



Dean of Social Science Susan Turell

A copy of the survey appears below.
Introduction
Your participation in this 2014 UUP Survey is important as it will allow us to better understand ourselves
and our priorities as an academic community, and it will enable UUP to better represent you. In addition to
the statistically-based questions, UUP encourages you to submit free response comments. Do not include
any remarks that might identify you in your free response comments. Remarks should relate only to the performance of professional responsibilities of those evaluated and should not include any references to
race, ethnicity, gender, appearance, orientation, or any other ad hominem attribute. Keep in mind
that UUP will tabulate and disseminate the statistical and free response results of this evaluation.
PLEASE NOTE:




All returning UUP bargaining unit members were sent this instrument to complete.
Completion of the survey will only take a few minutes.
All responses will remain completely anonymous and confidential. No attempt will be made to
identify individuals based on their answers to these questions.

Thank you for your participation.
(1) Quality of Professional Life
Instruction: Choose one choice per item fr om the scale: 1=Str ongly Disagr ee to 7=Str ongly Agr ee. If
you cannot fairly answer an item, select the "Don't know" choice.








Our academics/professionals possess positive morale.
The College provides a satisfactory physical environment for my work.
The College provides adequate technology support.
The College provides adequate funding for my professional work.
I am recognized and appreciated for my professional work.
The Discretionary Salary Award (DSA) results are fair.
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Distribution of the Sixth UUP Survey: Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment
(Continued)

7. My salary is equitable.
8. The College provides reasonable job security.
9. The content and results of assessment and accreditation activities are meaningful.
10. The content/scope of my work is sustainable.
11. My department or area receives adequate support from the administration.
12. The College effectively uses my expertise and potential.
13. The College uses external consultants effectively.
14. The academics/professionals play a significant role in the governance of the College.
15. The administration's decision-making process is transparent and consultative.
16. The administration embraces diversity in recruitment and retention of academics/professionals.
17. The administration appropriately and effectively resolves personnel disputes.
18. Overall, working at the College is satisfying.
19. Please write your comments concerning professional life including morale, resources, workload,
salary, and/or other concerns.

(2) Performance of Given Administrators
Which administrator(s) would you like to evaluate? Check all that applies.
When finish your selection, please click the Next button only once and patiently wait for the next page.
President (Dr. Nancy Kleniewski)
Provost and VP for Academic Affairs (Dr. Maria Thompson)
VP for Student Development (Dr. Steven Perry)
VP for Finance and Administration (Mr. Todd Foreman)
VP for College Advancement (Mr. Paul Adamo)
Dean of Economics and Business (Dr. David Yen)
Dean of Natural and Mathematical Sciences (Dr. Venkat Sharma)
Dean of Social Science (Dr. Susan Turell)
I don't want to evaluate any of them.
Instruction: Choose one choice per item for each administr ator fr om the scale: 1=Str ongly Disagr ee
to 7=Strongly Agree. If you cannot fairly answer an item, select the "Don't know" choice.
1.
2.
3.
4.

This administrator is accessible to discuss problems.
This administrator supports my work needs.
This administrator effectively promotes professional growth.
This administrator recognizes the strengths and weaknesses within her/his areas of responsibility.
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Distribution of the Sixth UUP Survey: Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment
(Continued)

5. This administrator selects and manages personnel effectively.
6. This administrator properly allocates spaces, supplies, equipment, and budgetary resources.
7. This administrator effectively fulfills the responsibilities of her/his position.
8. Please write your comments concerning the administrator(s). Your comments will remain completely
anonymous and confidential.

3) Overall Direction
1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree
1. The College is moving in the right direction.
2. Please share your opinion.

(4) Demographics
Type of Position:
Academic
Professional
Type of Appointment: Permanent/Continuing (Tenured)
Employment Status:
Full-time Part-time

Non-Permanent/Non-Tenured

The Sentinel Websites and Disclaimer
Editor’s Note: Statements Made in The Sentinel do not necessarily reflect the opinion of UUP or any of its statewide
representatives.
To go to the UUP Oneonta Chapter website, go to the following link http://www.oneontauup.org/
Norm Payne is the UUP Oneonta Web Master.
The chapter website contains a number of innovative features and links.
The State UUP website is located at www.uupinfo.org . It contains information about members benefits and many other
important topics.
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Fall 2014 Semester: UUP Meeting Dates
A summary list of several fall 2014 UUP meeting dates appears below. Information
concerning Pre-Labor-Management, Labor-Management, Post-Labor-Management, Executive Board, Officer, Committee, Outreach/VOTE-COPE, Delegate Assembly, and the end of
semester traditional meetings, is not included on the list below and will be disseminated
subsequently.
1. Wednesday, September 10, 6 PM, Le Café, Morris, meeting for UUP Adjuncts, Professional Part-Timers, Contingents and their supporters. RSVP dinner by leaving name and
notation of specific meeting on answering machine at 436-2135.
2. Tuesday, September 23, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for UUP Residence Hall Directors. RSVP
lunch by leaving name and notation of specific meeting on answering machine at
436-2135.
3. Wednesday, September 24, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for all UUPers (topic: introduction of
2014 UUP Survey: Quality of Professional Life & Administrative Assessment). RSVP
lunch by leaving name and notation of specific meeting on answering machine at
436-2135.
4. Wednesday, October 8, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for UUP Academics (topic: Academic
eappointment, promotion, tenure). RSVP lunch by leaving name and notation of specific
meeting on answering machine at 436-2135.
5. Date, time, and place to be announced. For all UUPers, College community, & general
public (Topic: How to Reduce Gun Violence). RSVP lunch by leaving name and notation
of specific meeting on answering machine at 436-2135.
6. Wednesday, October 22, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for UUP Academics (topic: Vision for
the Future). RSVP lunch by leaving name and notation of specific meeting on answering
machine at 436-2135.
7. Friday, November 7, 9:00 AM-11:00 AM, Red Dragon Theater, Hunt Union, for all
UUPers, (Topic: Indoor Air Quality Training with John Van Raalte. NYSUT Sponsored
8. Wednesday, November 19, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for UUP IT employees. RSVP lunch by
leaving name and notation of specific meeting on answering machine at 436-2135.
9. Tuesday, December 2, Noon, Le Café, Morris, for all UUPers (topic: Creating Solidarity
between UUP Professionals, Academics, and Part-Timers/Adjuncts/Contingents: panel
and open discussion). RSVP lunch by leaving name and notation of specific meeting on
answering machine at 436-2135.
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Make a difference: Fight for Civil Rights!

[Editor’s Note: The statement below and the Complaint of Discrimination form that
follows are published with the permission of the Oneonta Area Branch of the NAACP.]

The principal mission of the Oneonta Branch of the NAACP is to eradicate
racism and to advocate for civil and human rights. We work to secure justice
in the courts; equality before the law; equity in education and employment;
fairness in housing and financing; the elimination of racial profiling and respect for all.
At this time, the shooting death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, MO
and the chokehold death of Eric Garner in New York City are disturbing events
demonstrating the use of excess force by law enforcement, in response to
relatively minor crimes. It is not tolerable that police abuse their power by
acting as judge, jury and executioners, while profiling black young men. The
NAACP demands that such tragedies be thoroughly investigated and that

justice be fully served.
The Oneonta NAACP works at resolving local problems of racism, sexism,
bullying, homophobia, etc. The branch needs its members to actively champion civil rights and help investigate complaints. For further information, call
President Lee Fisher at 432-5850 or Vice President Regina Betts at 397-8022.
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP)

Oneonta Area Branch - P.0. Box 943 - Oneonta, NY 13820

Complaint of Discrimination
DATE:_________________________________________________________
NAME (pr int):_____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________TELEPHONE:_______________________
DESCRIBE CONCERN:_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
(Please use other side if you need more room)
SIGNATURE________________________________________________________________________
WITNESS – NAME (print) ______________________TITLE:________________________________
SIGNATURE_________________________________________
REFERRED TO THE FOLLOWING NAACP COMMITTEES:
1.___________________________________2.______________________________________________
3 .___________________________________4.______________________________________________

The Oneonta Branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was created in 1993
and is part of the nationwide organization with a membership exceeding 500,000. The Oneonta NAACP’s mission is to
eradicate racism and other forms of prejudice. The NAACP is dedicated to secure justice in the courts and equality before
the law; equity in education and in employment; fairness in housing and in financing, and respect for all.
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Welcome (back) and Directions for the 2014-15 Academic Year
By Rob Compton, VP for Academics
Introduction: Welcome Back!
Colleagues and Comrades, welcome back to the campus for a new year.
When you read this, the semester will be well on its way. The 2014-15
will be a very busy one for UUP and the College. UUP Oneonta remains
engaged on multiple state-wide agendas, including outreach for increased state support for SUNY and Oneonta, preparing for the next contract negotiation, crafting issues and positions for upcoming Delegate
Assemblies, and protecting the work conditions of our colleagues.

At the chapter level, UUP Oneonta will have multiple tasks ahead as
the College seeks to retain its position as a college and employer of
choice. UUP remains highly concerned about the overall tendency
toward de-professionalization of faculty, issues of campus climate,
budgetary and decisional transparency (from budgets, to hiring of
faculty and administrators, and to the implementation of Phase II
and Phase III of salary adjustments. While will continue to have our
customary programming for the year, we are most energized by the
increased activism amongst our Professionals and PT members. Professionals and PT members deserve appropriate respect on campus.
Many members believe that they respect for them needs to increase.
As VP for Academics, I tend to agree. This year, we will again implement the UUP Quality of Life and Administrative Assessment Survey.
Increasingly rare among institutions of higher education, our survey
is routinized, comprehensive, fair, and professionally done. Three
years ago, the first time we went to an electronic version, the turnout missed the 50% rate by a hair.

“On August 4-6, 2014, the Coalition of
Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL)
met at John Jay College and endorsed
a resolution that calls for a floor of
$7,000 per course. UUP Oneonta and
UUP Statewide have supported and
endorsed the May Day 5K national
movement. The time for part-timers
have to live in economic destitution
must end.”

Budgetary processes and resources
Funds are critical to the operation of any enterprise, and Oneonta is no exception. UUP is highly concerned about
the expansion of administration; the remuneration of PT faculty; the process of the StAR allocations, and the implementation of Phase II and III. On July 4th, 2014, UUP met with Administration for a budget brief. Todd Foreman, VP
for Finance and Administration provided a great deal of candor and generously provided a comprehensive presentation and addressed our questions. Based on VP Foreman’s presentation, it was apparent that the College’s financial
conditions remain largely stable, in contrast to some other SUNY schools in our sector. Clearly, the College has been
on a spending spree over the past several years. The opening of the Newman complex off Bugbee Road will siphon
revenue from room and board fees. The dramatic increase in administration will continue to extract resources for
years to come. If associate and assistant deans are added to the milieu, or addition interim administrators are designated, the costs will become both substantial and long-term.
As the College moves to a new Strategic Plan, we need to make sure that resources are allocated in a fair and transparent manner. Last year (2013-14) the StAR grants saw the allocation of $333,989 of which 70.5% of the fund went
to projects proposed by the various Deans. Given that Administration makes the decision of funding, it is unfair and
perhaps a conflict of interest that faculty and staff must compete with other administrators for the funds. At a minimum, a separate fund for faculty and for administration should exist. The current process discourages faculty from
applying.
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Welcome (back) and Directions for the 2014-15 Academic Year (continued)

Phase II and III of the Salary Equity adjustments process and determinations will
commence in the fall semester. With Phase I conclude, many members have received salary increases. Management realized that Oneonta faculty salary cannot
be at the bottom of the heap among comprehensive SUNY schools. We look forward to open dialogue and a transparent process for Phase II and III. We are most
concerned about the economic exploitation of our part-timers. On August 4-6,
2014, the Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL) met at John Jay College
and endorsed a resolution that calls for a floor of $7,000 per course. UUP Oneonta
and UUP Statewide have supported and endorsed the May Day 5K national movement. The time for part-timers have to live in economic destitution must end.

“Management realized
that Oneonta faculty
salary cannot be at the
bottom of the heap
among comprehensive
SUNY schools. We
look forward to open
dialogue and a transparent process for
Phase II and III.”

Related to the budget, UUP asked these follow-up questions. We await a response:
1) From your slide from the Budget Briefing on spending by Major Functions-IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System), we would like data and the breakdown by line item, for the three primary areas
identified (Administrative spending, Students services spending, and Academic spending) as actual expenses
for FY2013-14 and going back to FY2007-08 on an annual basis.
2) We would also like the projected data for the three categories, per above, (and their breakdown by line item
for the three primary areas of administrative spending, Students services spending, and academic spending)
as estimated for FY 2014-15.
3) We request the Deans’ Office budgets and Provost’s Office Budget to include expenditures paid plus OTPS
for each of these offices going back to FY 07-08 as well on an annual basis as line items.
4) We request a complete listing of all Management Confidential positions created, merged, and/or eliminated
from 2007-08 to 2013-14.

Search Processes and Course-load Reduction
UUP affirms the centrality of faculty in faculty searches. This principle is in accord with the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) documentation. At the same time, we also believe that
searches for administrators, like for tenure-track faculty need to be national. We are con“If you have been
cerned that there appears not to be a common policy among deans for hiring faculty.
denied a courseEstablished past practices need to be adhered to. Given the sensitive nature of this topic,
load reduction,
I will defer to Management. Nonetheless, it is critical to pay attention to what appears to
please let UUP
be a dramatic change in hiring policy on this campus and how it fits within employment
know.”
law, the SUNY Board of Trustees policy, and issues of governance.
The scholarship profile of the faculty increases not only our national standing, but also our
professional expertise in the subjects that we teach and research. The course-load reduction policy per page 24 in
the Faculty Handbook provides the rationale and processes for applying and obtaining such reductions. UUP continues to make sure that all Schools apply the process equitably and without differential treatment. If you have been
denied a course-load reduction, please let UUP know. This successful program has been supported strongly by Management and UUP for the years. Every semester, we request the numbers on application and receipt of reductions.
We requested but still await information regarding Spring 2014 and Fall 2014 semesters.

Conclusion: Change is Constant
SUNY Oneonta is a unique environment for learning and teaching. Those who are new to Oneonta this year,
welcome! Those who have returned, welcome back. May we all have a prosperous and productive 2014-15
academic year.
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UUP Emergent Professional Leaders Meeting: Thursday, June 26, 2014
UUP Vice President for Professionals Norm Payne hosted a meeting for a small group of emergent UUP Professional
leaders on Thursday, June 26, 2014. UUP Oneonta held four large, animated Professional meetings during the Spring
2014 semester for purposes of identifying concerns and disseminating information. Although these large group Professional meetings will continue, the purpose of the Thursday, June 26th meeting was different.
The purpose of the Thursday, June 26th meeting was to move beyond identification of concerns and dissemination
of information to create and implement a UUP Professional agenda. Professional activism is needed to do this and
thus the development of emergent UUP Professional leaders. Given the truly outstanding emergent UUP Professional
leaders at the Thursday, June 26th meeting and the content of the meeting, the session constituted a successful milestone toward creating and implementing a UUP Professional agenda. Items that received special attention were the
College Review Panel, the College Committee on Professional Evaluation, an intensive weekend New Leaders Workshop, enlarging the Professional presence in Labor-Management meetings and the pages of The Sentinel, and running
for UUP elective office as well as the state of campus morale, communication, transparency, compensation, salary
inequities, on-call/recall, workload, and enlarging advancement opportunities for Professionals.
Although the energy and insights of the outstanding emergent UUP Professional leaders provided the ballast for the
June 26th meeting, Vice President for Professionals Norm Payne, Vice President for Academics Rob Compton, Labor
Relations Specialist Darryl Wood, and President Bill Simons attended as facilitators and to listen closely to the voices
of emergent Professional leaders.
The strength of the union depends on the activism of its members. Norm will continue to reach out and organize
UUP Professional New Leaders. UUP will also conduct department dedicated sessions for specific Professional groups,
including IT, Residence Hall Directors, and Coaches. Professionals, along with the entire UUP membership, face challenges and opportunities in the year ahead. It is important to have to create a New Solidarity amongst all segments of
the UUP membership—Professionals, Academics, Adjuncts and Contingents, and Retirees.

UUP Labor-Management Meeting Notes: July 3, 2014, 11 AM
By Geoff, O’Shea, UUP Secretary
Individuals present:
Labor: Ron Bishop, Nancy Cannon, Rob Compton, Mark Ferrara, Fred Miller, Geoffrey O’Shea, Norm Payne, Bill Simons, and Darryl Wood
Management: Todd Foreman and Lisa Wenck.
The meeting convened with introductions.
SUNY Oneonta Vice President for Finance and Administration Todd Foreman provided an overview of the fiscal year
(FY) 2014/2015 budget. Some of the highlights include:
Total projected FY 2014/2015 funds: 112.5 million
State-appropriated funds for FY 2014/2015 were 86 million which will be distributed as follows: Total Salaries ($54
million; 63%), OTPS ($23 million; 27%), Scholarships and Tuition Credit ($5 million; 6%), and Utilities ($4 million; 4%).

Total Salaries will be distributed as follows: UUP ($31 million; 57%), CSEA ($11.8 million; 23%), Temp Services ($4.3
million; 8%), and MC Salaries ($4.3 million; 8%). Labor asked which category of Total Salaries included adjuncts. Management indicated that part-time faculty and one-time lecturers fell under Temp Services. The UUP category includes
full-time faculty and part-time faculty that are not adjuncts. Labor asked how much of the 8% of Temp Services consists of adjuncts. Management did not have this information, but would be able to provide it as long as they are given
a clear definition of adjuncts.
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UUP Labor-Management Meeting Notes: July 3, 2014, 11 AM (continued)
Total state tax support: $13 million which represents 11.5% of the total funds. This percentage has declined from 19%
in FY 2007/2008, but has declined only .5% since FY 2013/2014.
Management reported a positive outlook for the capital budget based on funding obtained for Milne Library ($8 million), the construction of a Welcome Center ($5 million), and Critical Maintenance ($10 million).
Management indicated $1.7 million in projected new tuition revenue, but after reductions for SUNY tuition credit
costs and unfounded salary increases would result in +/- $.2 million in new tuition revenue.
Management indicated the following for the FY 2014/2015 Projected Uncommitted Reserve Balance: Recurring
($603.4k) and One-Time ($6124.6k) for a total of $6728.0k.
Management provided an overview of the college data submitted to the Integrated Postsecondary Data System
(IPEDS), a national center that provides statistics on U.S. education. Based on the IPEDS data, total spending at the
college is distributed as follows: Academic Spending (50%; increase of 3% since FY 2009/2010), Administrative Spending (35%; decrease of 5% since FY 2009/2010), and Student Services Spending (15%; decrease of 3% since FY
2009/2010). Labor asked about obtaining a more specific distribution of spending and Management referred Labor to
the online site of IPEDS.
Regarding academic reorganization, Management indicated that a pool of $250,000 has been set aside for Phase II of
the Equity Salary Adjustments in order to address salary compression for full-time tenure track faculty. Management
stated that the Phase II adjustment would occur early in the fall semester. Labor asked whether adjuncts would be
included in Phase II and Management indicated that Adjunct salary adjustment was not budgeted for the coming
year.
Labor asked about receiving a report of the total amount of money collected for FY 2013/2014 by the founding Deans.
Management indicated that this is a question for the Provost.
Management indicated that it would welcome follow up questions to the briefing, and UUP indicated that it would
formulate questions in response to the briefing.
Management stated that it would forward the Budget Update Power Point to UUP.
[Editor’s Note: Subsequent to the July 3, 2014, Labor-Management Meeting, Management provided UUP with a copy of the
budget Power Point presented at that meeting. In response to the Power Point, UUP has forwarded the questions that appear
below to Management.]

1) From your slide from the Budget Briefing on spending by Major Functions-IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System), we would like data and the breakdown by line item, for the three primary areas identified
(Administrative spending, Students services spending, and Academic spending) as actual expenses for FY2013-14
and going back to FY2007-08 on an annual basis.
2) We would also like the projected data for the three categories, per above, (and their breakdown by line item for
the three primary areas of administrative spending, Students services spending, and academic spending) as estimated for FY 2014-15.

3) We request the Deans’ Office budgets and Provost’s Office Budget to include expenditures paid plus OTPS for
each of these offices going back to FY 07-08 as well on an annual basis as line items.
4) We request a complete listing of all Management Confidential positions created, merged, and/or eliminated from
2007-08 to 2013-14.
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Eligible UUPers Urged to Apply for Drescher Leave Program
Eligible UUPers are urged to apply for the Drescher Leave Program. Please read below for eligibility requirements and application procedures. The Drescher is a competitive award, but UUP Oneonta has had
several successful applicants in the past and knows that it continues to have strong candidates. Note that
for the Spring 2015 Semester, the application deadline is October 8, 2014. For additional information, go
to http://nysuup.lmc.ny.gov/diversity/drescher.html
Dr. Nuala McGann Drescher Affirmative Action/Diversity Leave Program
NEW YORK STATE/UNITED UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONS
Joint Labor-Management Committees
Program Guidelines
Objective
The Dr. Nuala McGann Drescher Affirmative Action/Diversity Leave Program enhances employment opportunities
for people who are preparing for permanent or continuing appointments with preference given to minorities,
women, employees with disabilities, or an employee with military status. The Affirmative Action/Diversity Committee seeks to promote a broad diversity of award recipients.
The types of support available include: payment of employee's regular salary by the campus; salary for a replacement; and other related expenses for research or study with a justification.

Eligibility
Full-time, term employees who are in a position eligible for permanent appointment (professional employees)
or continuing appointment (academic employees) and have at least a one-term renewal, or prior service credit.
A campus endorsement for a full-time leave.
A campus financial contribution of a minimum of 40% of the cost of salary for a replacement for the duration of
the leave and a minimum of 40% of the total project or activity expenses. Joint Labor-Management Committees'
funds that have been awarded to the campus should not be included as a part of the campus's contribution.
An acknowledgement from the applicant of an obligation to return to the campus for a minimum of one year at
the conclusion of the leave unless this obligation is waived by the campus president or designee.
A proposed project or activity that: Assists in meeting one or more criteria established in Article XII, Evaluation
and Promotion of Academic and Professional Employees, of the Policies of the Board of Trustees.
Requires full-time leave from professional obligations for at least one semester and a maximum of one year,
including but not limited to a summer.
Can be completed prior to being reviewed for permanent or continuing appointment. Includes a detailed timeline with dates for completing various phases of the project or activity.
Consideration will be given to areas of Scholarship and Mastery of Specialization including, but not limited to, the
following projects or activities:
Pure, applied and historical research.
Preparation of manuscripts or other materials for publication.
Invention or innovation in professional, scientific or technical areas.
Course work not covered by Article 46 Program for Tuition Assistance, of the New York State/United University
Professions Agreement, or a SUNY tuition waiver.
Curriculum development for new or innovative programs.
Grant proposal development.
Internships, workshops, and conferences specifically related to the applicant's approved activity.
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Drescher Leave Program (continued)
Application Deadlines
Deadlines for the Dr. Nuala McGann Drescher Leave Program Are as follows:
Spring 2015 Semester – October 8, 2014
Fall 2015 Semester – March 4, 2015
Spring 2016 Semester – October 7, 2015
Deadlines for all other programs are included in the program guidelines.

Application Process
a.
b.
c.
d.

Read the Application Instructions.
Fill out and print the Application and attach supporting documents listed below
Have the Application signed by the campus president or designee and the UUP chapter president.
Send the Application with required supporting documents to the JLMC staff.

The decision to fund an application is at the discretion of the Committee.
An approved application will be funded after the following are received by the JLMC staff:
The applicant’s signed Acceptance of Award form.
The campus’s appointment letter with the salary for the replacement of the applicant
Attachments:
Copies of all appointment letters (initial, renewal, and current). If unavailable, a letter from the administration
certifying the titles and effective dates of all letters listed above will be accepted.
A signed certification from the campus president or designee attesting that the employee qualifies for preference
as a minority group member, a woman, an employee with a disability, or an employee with military status.
A letter of endorsement for full-time leave from the campus president or designee.
A letter of endorsement from the department or program dean, chair, director or supervisor.
A letter from the campus president or designee indicating the campus's financial contribution of a minimum of
40% of the cost of salary for a replacement for the duration of the leave and a minimum of 40% of the total
project or activity expenses.
A financial statement from the campus fiscal officer indicating the cost of salary for a replacement for the duration
of the leave.
A proposed project or activity described under Eligibility.
A detailed timeline proposed under Eligibility.
Curriculum vitae (no more than three pages).
Additional information may be requested by the Committee.

Program Evaluation
A Program Evaluation must be submitted within 30 days of completing the project or activity. If the funded project or
activity has already been completed at the time of the award, the evaluation must be completed within 30 days of
the award notification. The Committee may postpone taking action on
subsequent applications submitted by the award recipient until the Program Evaluation is received.

General Program Information
The General Program Information section provides information pertaining to the disbursement of New York State/United University Professions Joint Labor-Management Committees' funds, including application
follow-up, acknowledgement of committee funds, expenditure limitations, reimbursement of expenditures, equipment policy, and contacts.

Former State UUP Drescher Committee Member Rob
Compton and State UUP Drescher Committee Chair Laura
Rhoads: Undated archive photo
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Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL XI)
By Bill Simons, Chapter President

I was a member of the UUP delegation to the August 4-6, 2014, COCAL XI convention held at the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice in New York City. UUP Oneonta Officer for Contingents J McDermott also represented UUP.
CCOCAL describes itself as follows:
The Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor is a network of North American activists
working to improve higher education through the collective achievement of job reliability, livable wages, academic freedom, and time and resources for academic research
and professional development for contingent academic laborers. COCAL is not affiliated
with any single labor union and promotes grassroots contingent faculty organizing
through events like Campus Equity Week. To achieve its aims, COCAL dedicates itself to
alerting the broader community about the trends that undermine the tenets of higher
education by staging media events, improving legislation concerning higher education
and so-called accountability efforts, and identifying colleagues at institutions and assisting them in forming collective bargaining units and negotiating strong contracts.
This summary offers some of my observations of the COCAL XI gathering. This was the eleventh international
meeting of the group. COCAL XI examined the concerns and challenges of contingent academics the United States,
Mexico, and Canada. The conference included plenary session, workshops, and small group meetings. Information
about COCAL XI can be accessed at http://cocalinternational.org/aboutus.html . As the UUP representative at the
COCAL interest group meetings concerning Media Organizing & Narratives, my vantage point derives, in significant
part, from those sessions.
COCAL XI provided an opportunity to interact with outstanding UUP colleagues as well as with many contingents
and proponents of contingents from diverse institutions in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Networking, the
sharing of information and ideas, and augmenting the contingent rights movement were the chief strengths of
COCAL XI. Analysis and data were leavened by exhortation and perception. COCAL XI represents a growing and important coalition that UUP should continue to support and influence. Below is a summary of comments that I found
important for UUP Oneonta discuss.
*adjuncts exhibit excellence as teachers
*adjuncts often have considerable experience with minority and low-income students
*contingent faculty are the most exploited professionals in the U.S.
*increased efforts are needed to organize contingents
*create opportunities for adjuncts to know one another
*some fulltime faculty are radicals on macro issues and reactionaries in their view of adjuncts
*contingent and permanent employees need to collaborate more fully
*higher education depends heavily on contingents
*contingents merit higher pay, greater job security, and respect
*adjuncts lack adequate office space
*colleges seek to control adjuncts through intimidation, insecurity, and shame
*part-time faculty should receive compensation prorated to that of full-time faculty
*the public does not understand the contingent story
*more fully activate students and their parents in the contingent campaign and recognize them as natural allies
*work more closely with k-12 unions
*Canada provides a model for adjunct conditions to which U.S. higher ed should aspire
*the corporatization of higher ed, neoliberalism, and the deconstruction of labor autonomy diminish adjuncts
*look to the geometric growth of administrative lines and salaries for the funding necessary to address adjunct
issues
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Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL XI) (continued)
*encourage more media attention to adjuncts by creating news events
*it is essential to emphasize that the status of adjuncts relates powerfully and directly to student learning and
student outcomes
*highlight the achievements of adjuncts
*provide adjuncts with research resources and opportunities
*allow adjuncts to teach in the areas of their specialties and stop confining adjuncts solely to introductory
courses
Our challenge is to turn aspiration into reality. It is time to direct our resources, energies and priorities toward
contingents. Equity and inclusion ring hollow when the academy exploits adjuncts.

UUP Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee
The UUP Oneonta Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee met on Thursday, August 14. Turnout was high.
The UUP Oneonta Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee meeting was animated by great ideas, growing solidarity, and high spirits! The UUP Oneonta Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee resolved to keep meeting
and gaining strength. New leaders are emerging!
The UUP Oneonta Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee is adamant that it is time to increase adjunct pay
and simultaneously to make clear that, save for voluntary attrition, there should be no reduction in the number of
adjuncts.
Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee will write Sentinel articles and carry UUP membership cards to adjunct colleagues who haven’t yet signed a card.
The Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee will work with the Contingent Concerns Officer to set the agenda
for future UUP Part-time Labor-Management meetings. Representatives of the Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct
Committee will attend future UUP Part-time Labor-Management meetings along with the Contingent Concerns
Officer and the Labor Relations Specialist.
The UUP Oneonta Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee expressed overwhelming support for a nonperishable food drive for adjuncts/part-timers/contingents.
On Wednesday, September 10, at 6 PM, in Le Café, Morris, the UUP Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct Committee will host an important meeting, with complimentary dinner, open to all part-time, adjunct, and contingent UUP employees and their UUP allies. To enable UUP to manage the food order, please RSVP by calling 436
-2135 and leaving your name and confirmation of attendance on the answering machine,
UUP welcomes all contingent members, both Academic and Professional, to this Wednesday, September 10,
at 6 PM, conversation regarding benefits specific to them, issues of concern, and options for addressing those
concerns. UUP will review contractual articles and open the floor to questions and comments and proposals.
Participants will help UUP Oneonta draft a plan of action to address Contingent/Part-Time/Adjunct issues.

Chancellor's Awards for Excellence in Adjunct Teaching
[Editor’s note: The following announcement came from the Provost’s Office.]

Chancellor's Awards for Excellence confer recognition for consistently superior achievement and also encourage
the ongoing pursuit of excellence within SUNY. We are pleased to welcome nominations for the Chancellor’s
Award for Excellence in Adjunct Teaching.
Nominations may submitted to the Office of the President by 4 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 15. Click here for nomination information. Direct questions regarding the award process to Senior Assistant to the President Colleen
Brannan at ext. 2748.
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Contingent Concerns Officer J McDermott
“You say contingent, I say part time—what’s the big deal?”
So it’s another new
academic year – one
more year in a career
for many campus
academics and professionals, but just
one more term or
perhaps only one semester for those
working under contracts. But if you’re
here, you’re here, so welcome back! I
hope you’ll join us for the contingents/
adjuncts workshop/meeting to be held
on September 10 at 6 PM. There
should be much good information and
discussion at that event—and everyone’s welcome. Details are elsewhere
in this newsletter.
If you have been attending the previous fall PT Orientations, you know it
didn’t happen this year. That’s because
there are more returning adjuncts
than new hires, and because many of
those returnees were just coming in
for a parking sticker, so a mutual decision was made that it just wasn’t cost
effective to bring all of those department tables into the same room to
serve fewer and fewer people. This

The language has been debated
among economists, academics, and
logic has become even more apparent unionists for many years now, but the
now that parking stickers can be obcondition of our labor has not
tained through the mail over the sum- changed. In UUP, the effective term is
mer (but perhaps the fee should be
now “contingent”, and it was adopted
refundable if a contracted position is
with the recognition that the adjuncts,
cancelled). Some of the other inforpart-time professionals, and contract
mation that had been available at the FT academics have more in common
orientation is scheduled to be made
than we have in difference. And unforaccessible online. But the administra- tunately that common factor is the
tion is planning to recognize our imuncertainty of future employment
portant contributions to the college
when working under short term conwith a social event for contingent
tracts, that is, without any tenure proemployees a little later in the month: tection. It’s something we share with
now you’ll have two events to attend! many workers in the larger economy,
and the term used for all of us is
But what about the headline of this
‘precarious employees”—workers who
column? I first began working with the live with the constant threat of loss of
campus local when I was elected “Part employment. And the situation is
Time Concerns Officer” some 14 years world-wide, anywhere that neo-liberal
ago; now, after a hiatus while I served capitalist theory and/or ideology drives
on the state negotiating team, I’ve
a society. So if the word bothers you,
been elected the “Contingent Conor you don’t understand why we use it,
cerns Officer”. Regardless of the title, or if you want to talk about its logic,
the position helps UUP represent the come to the workshop on September
interests of contingent academics and 10. As union workers, we go after vicprofessionals on the campus.
tories both big and small: this is the
“Contingent” or “Part time”, or
first year we haven’t worked on Labor
“Adjunct”-- these words are all adjec- Day, and I hope you enjoyed the day!
tives, modifying the noun “employee”.

UUP Emergent Academic Leaders Meeting: Wednesday, July 2, 2014
UUP Vice President for Academics Rob Compton hosted a meeting for a small group of emergent UUP Academic
leaders on Wednesday, July 2, 2014. The purpose of the meeting was to identify Academic concerns, develop items for
the Labor-Management agenda, share perspectives and information, and encourage the emergence of new Academic
leaders. The meeting was substantive and spirited.
The upcoming UUP Oneonta Quality of Professional Life and Administrative Survey received close attention. Other
discussion topics included the expansion of the Academic administration at SUNY Oneonta and its attendant costs, the
impact of the five school structure on the faculty, the management style of the Provost and Deans, workload, compensation, inequities, race, grants, reporting and assessment activities, morale, commonality of faculty and student interests, and course instruction. Attendees also forwarded strategies for building coalitions with students, other unions,
and the community.

Although the energy and insights of the outstanding emergent UUP Academic leaders provided the foundation for
July 2nd meeting, Vice President for Academics Rob Compton, Vice President for Professionals Norm Payne, Labor
Relations Specialist Darryl Wood, and President Bill Simons attended as facilitators and to listen closely to the voices of
emergent Academic leaders.
The Academic dialogue will continue: count on it.
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Mark Ferrara Elected UUP Membership Development Officer
The Chapter Executive Board unanimously elected Dr. Mark Ferrara, Associate Professor, English, to the office of UUP Membership Director, on Monday, July 21, 2014, to fill the unexpired
term of Dr. Yaser Robles. Mark’s term runs until June 2015. Yaser did a great job and so will
Mark. Beyond recruitment, the Membership Director provides across the board counsel as Executive Board officer, member of the Labor-Management delegation, and Sentinel columnist.

Mark Ferrara

With passion and intelligence, Mark will advocate for all UUP members, Professionals and Academics, Part-Time
and Full-Time. His path to UUP leadership came from his increasing concern about the plight of adjunct and contingent faculty members, and Mark believes that administrators around the country have successfully deprofessionalized professors by dividing them into tiers (adjunct, full-time contingent, and tenure-eligible), eliminating shared governance, and dramatically reducing the number of tenurable positions. To counter this wellestablished trend, Ferrara has been blogging regularly about the crisis in higher education (askmyprofessor.org),
and he is finishing a book critiquing American higher education from an East-West perspective (tentatively entitled
A Palace of Ashes: Global Convergence and the Decline of American Higher Education). Please contact Mark with
any questions or concerns about UUP Oneonta membership at: mark.ferrara@oneonta.edu .
Joining UUP is of outmost importance. However, joining the union is only the first step towards securing our collective goals and safeguarding our principles. Your next step is to become active participants in our campus and community. We cannot stand still or be complacent. As things stand today, we have significant challenges ahead. From
Open SUNY, to Start-Up New York and edTPA new "innovative" programs seek to privatize SUNY and transform it
into PUNY. On the Oneonta campus, UUP remains committed to advancing the working conditions of its members.
From part-time to full-time and academics to professionals, UUP represents all its members to the fullest possible
extent.
Our philosophy is "put a bucket in" when you "take a bucket out." None of the chapter leaders are paid by the union for their work. We are all volunteers. If you are a professional or an academic looking for "service" opportunities for reappointment, continuing appointment, permanent appointment, or promotion, you can do so by becoming active in UUP. From Saturday's Bread, to SUNY advocacy, or the Diversity Series, there are plenty of ways to
become involved and become part of your union.
Despite the seriousness of the challenges to higher education ahead of us, I want to remind everyone not to become discouraged. Please support fellow members by participating in UUP campus and community events, writing
articles in our UUP Sentinel newsletter, and by reaching out to UUP's leadership to share ideas or concerns. Let's
show our solidarity by attending in the UUP Oneonta Chapter's campus and community events as they are informative and certain provide a venue to further
strengthen our community base. Our Chapter takes pride in sponsoring a variety of
campus and community events that seeks
to build a strong community.
For enrollment and other member benefits
please visit http://uupinfo.org/
membership/welcome.php.

If you have any question regarding enrollment and forms, please contact the UUP
office at Oneonta@UUPmail.org or at 607436-2135.

Join UUP: Strength in Solidarity
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The Neoliberal University: Illness and Contagion in American Higher Education
By Mark Ferrara, Associate Professor, English Department, and UUP Member
[Editor’s Note: This commentary is republished with permission of the author. From: Mark Ferrara, “The Neoliberal University:
Illness and Contagion in American Higher Education,” http://askmyprofessor.org/the-neoliberal-university/ . T he Ask My Professor: A Grassroots Approach to the Crisis in Higher Education website is dedicated to encouraging students and their parents to
ask one simple question of professors and administrators as they chose a college or university: “How many faculty at this institution are adjunct, full-time instructors and lecturers, or tenured and tenure-track members]

In previous posts, I have outlined the
crisis in American higher education
from a variety of perspectives, including adjunctification of the faculty, administrative bloat, the rise of forprofit colleges, abandonment of
shared governance, and the loss of
liberal learning in favor of professional training.

were framed as bastions of liberalism
and fomenters of social unrest, and
they came under a sustained fiscal
and moral assault, which continues to
this day.

The lynchpin of that conservative
strategy was to use the levers of policy, the power of elected office, and
the rhetoric of fiscal austerity to deWe can trace this decline in the quali- fund higher education, and to argue in
ty and international reputation of
favor of tax cuts for the wealthy “job
American colleges and universities to creators” that would trickle down to
the election of President Ronald
the ordinary Joe.
Reagan in 1980. That fact should not
surprise, for as Governor of California, Combined with unscrupulous attacks
Reagan was among the first to initiate on “welfare queens” (recipients of aid
the entrepreneurialization of his
portrayed as serial abusers of social
state’s public higher education sysprograms), conservatives successfully
tem, at that time considered a model reframed the debate around the pubfor the nation.
lic funding of higher education for
generations. Some might argue that
As a result, tuitions began to rise—as the conservative movement has even
they have done ever since. (In the mid gutted the capacity of the American
-1970s, attending the University of
university to produce critically minded
California at Berkeley cost $700 per
citizens who challenge the status quo.
year, but now the same education
runs $13,000 per year).
The systematic defunding of the
American university through budget
Even so, after two energy crises and
cuts, and the entrepreneurialization
double-digit inflation during the
of those functions that could generate
1970s, American voters moved in a
revenue (such as technological redifferent direction, and elected then search), quickly spread to other
Governor Reagan, turning their backs states. Collectively, state support for
on the counterculture movement and higher education was reduced “by
embracing instead a new form of so- anywhere from 14.8 percent to 69.4
percent between fiscal 1980 and fiscal
cial conservatism grounded in the
market-based ethos of privatization. 2011,” with the state of Colorado
leading the way.
When these conservative forces finally banished their liberal-leaning foes In the face of declining state and federal support, public and private colin the Culture Wars of the 1990s,
leges and universities in the United
American colleges and universities

States became more utilitarian and
entrepreneurial out of sheer necessity. They sought out new revenue
streams from private donors (after
whom buildings, programs, scholarships, or endowed chairs could be
named), and forged cooperative
agreements with corporate America
to help fill their depleted coffers.
The Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 cemented
the relationship between corporate
America and higher education. Patents, and other forms of intellectual
property, became alternate sources of
funding for all kinds of colleges and
universities. Academic programs in
business, computer science, and biological engineering received increased
funding, while the arts and humanities were deemed unprofitable and
gradually marginalized.
The rush to transfer the practical innovations of academic research to the
marketplace as quickly, and as profitably, as possible meant that university
presidents became intent “upon accumulating money to expand the size
and reputation of the institution,” and
thereby forced the methods of the
marketplace on a reluctant (or indifferent) faculty.
This conservative attack on higher
education by way of targeted budget
cuts, the rhetoric of fiscal austerity,
and the transference of college costs
to the “consumer” through tuition
and fees, all arose out of larger global
trends of privatization, corporatization, and the deregulation of industry
known as “neoliberalism.”
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The Neoliberal University: Illness and Contagion in American Higher Education (continued)
According to the philosophers Pierre
Dardot and Christian Laval, the principle characteristic of neoliberal rationality is the generalization of competition as a behavioral norm and of the
enterprise as a model of subjectivation. They argue that a new mode of
government of human beings has
arisen in accordance with the universal principle of competition, which is
now embedded in the “discourses,
practices, and apparatuses” of power.
The universalized logic of competition
has been used to justify the restructuring of institutions of higher learning from establishments for the commonweal into business enterprises
that justify inequalities among
knowledge workers and administrators as a side effect of economic Darwinism (where the fittest survive and
the unfit are left to fend for themselves).
Neo-liberalism is pernicious, Dardot
observes, because it is not simply a
mindset or ideology. It is a system of
norms “profoundly inscribed in government practices, institutional policies, and managerial styles,” and it
extends the logic of competition to
individuals.
In the wake of this gradual neo-liberal
infection of higher education, we can
chart the de-evolution of American
colleges and universities on the world
stage, from their belle epoch between 1945 to 1980, when our institutions of higher learning were decentralized hubs of innovation–and
not the quasi-businesses that they are
today.

pense of faculty,” thereby reducing
professors “to a mostly temporary
and low-wage workforce.” Even at
institutions of higher learning where
research is not a priority, faculty
members increasingly report that decision-making has become “more bureaucratic, top-down, centralized,
automatic, and managerial,” observes
former President of Harvard University, Derek Bok.

large number of part-time faculty, it
cannot be focused on providing its
students with full-time professors
(who are chosen in nationwide
searches and survive a long period of
probation leading up to tenure).

If the IPEDS data indicates that the
number of executives, administrators,
and managers (together with their
supporting positions) outnumber fulltime faculty, take that as an ominous
University and college administrators sign that neoliberalism has infected
are thriving, in contrast to faculty
your college or university.
members who have been “reduced to
rootless adjuncts” and their students Others symptoms of contagion inwho have been saddled with enorclude: the lack of meaningful shared
mous debt (collectively in excess of
governance, the overturning of faculone trillion dollars), asserts Lawrence ty searches by deans, the appointWittner, Emeritus Professor of History ment of administrators without naat SUNY Albany.
tional searches, and the trotting out
of “strategic plans” and “best practicForty-two American college and uni- es” as rationales for restructuring.
versity presidents earned more than a
million dollars per year in 2013 (in
In combination with a sustained effort
addition to generous perks that into eliminate costly university execuclude housing and the use of luxury
tives and administrators, and their
cars).
support apparati, the conversion of
existing part-time and contingent
In light of this analysis, perhaps you
faculty positions into tenurable ones
are wondering if neo-liberalism has
would go a long way toward steminfected your own campus. If so,
ming the spread of the neoliberal
point your Internet browser to the
disease.
IPEDS Data Center (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System),
Demand more tenure-track appointwhere you may compare institutions ments at your college or university!
of higher education based on many
Make the choice to attend an institufactors, including: Human Resources tion that invests in you by investing
breakdowns of full-time and partin the faculty!
time instructional staff, the number of
management positions at a college,
and the office and administrative staff
needed to support them.

While IPEDS does not articulate the
American Colleges and universities,
number of tenure track positions, or
argues Henry Giroux, “now mimic
provide administrative salary inforcorporate structures by increasing the mation in its core revenue distributions, if your institution employs a
power of administrators at the exThe Sentinel September 2014
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UUP Participates in New Faculty Orientation
UUP was a participant in the College orientation for new faculty on Wednesday, August 20th in Craven
Lounge, Morris Complex. Thirteen new SUNY Oneonta faculty were in attendance. SUNY Oneonta Senior
Personnel Associate - Benefits Administrator Gail Feuer organized and implemented the orientation,
which provided significant information about diverse areas relevant to new faculty, including medical and
pension options. UUP Vice President for Academics Rob Compton and President Bill Simons greeted the
new hires, providing an introduction to the functions, activities, responsibilities, and structure of the
union. UUP wishes the new hires a long and productive career at SUNY Oneonta.

VOTE-COPE! Support Public Higher Education
By Kyle Britton, Director, VOTE-COPE, and Professional Delegate
First, I hope you and your families had a wonderful summer!
Second, I would like to sincerely thank everyone who contributes to VOTE-COPE!
If you do not currently contribute to VOTE-COPE, Please, fill out the form below and send it to the UUP
Oneonta Chapter office (UUP, IRC 105). Donations as small as twenty-six dollars a year helps not just
you; but all of your brothers and sisters in UUP/NYSUT, and most importantly the children of tomorrow!
YOU have the power to build on our past successes and your commanding voice needs to be heard loud
and clear. What better way to support public higher education, to ensure accountability and transparency
for SUNY’s research and campus foundations, and to support the increase of equity and salaries for all
members. Won’t you join us in the fight?
Please contact me (Kyle Britton) Kyle.Britton@oneonta.edu concerning any questions about VOTE/COPE.
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Prelude to the Campaign: The 2014 Elections
dents.” Of Pearson, the private testing corporation
that reaps $32.8 in public monies from New York
State for grading teacher certification exams, State
UUP President Fred Kowal told the way it is:
“Pearson created exams and they called it education,” Kowal said. “This is not education. It’s more
like ‘ignoration.’”

State UUP President Fred Kowal speaking truth to power

The State UUP Outreach Committee leads the union’s advocacy campaign. Members of the Outreach
Committee receive frequent training in the content,
strategy, and tactics of articulating the union’s agenda for a strong SUNY and just society. Chapter VoteCope Director Kyle Britton and President Bill Simons
represented UUP Oneonta at the Sunday-Monday,
August 10-August 11, 2014, Outreach meetings in
Albany. Building on the formidable advocacy experience he acquired during the past year in numerous
meetings with legislators and their staffers, Kyle
played a significant role in the Outreach proceedings. Kyle, drawing upon his IT expertise, shared
techniques for using technology as a tool of advocacy. State UUP President Fred Kowal, Kennedyesque
in appearance and delivery, held the attention of
the assemblage with words that merged eloquence
and erudition.

Bill makes a point at NYSUT endorsement conference

On Tuesday, August 12, 2014, NYSUT held its Conference on Endorsements in Albany. UUP is an affiliate of NYSUT. The President of each NYSUT local
and the President of each UUP Chapter attended as
voting delegates. NYSUT school districts and UUP
campus leaders from the St. Lawrence to Long Island, from the Hudson to Lake Erie gathered to deliberate. Bill Simons represented Oneonta. DeleUUP Outreach leaders joined a great throng of NY- gates broke into regions to consider in detail the
voting records and positions of incumbents and
SUT (New York State United Teachers) sisters and
brothers on the steps of the New York State Educa- challengers in all New York State Legislative election
tion Department on the evening of Monday, August districts, encompassing 150 Assembly and 63 Senate
10th. With media recording the event, a dedicated seats. Analysis, discussion, and debate preceded
voting on endorsement recommendations. NYSUT
army of unionists, by oratory, chant, huzzahs, and
will also consider endorsements in statewide and
boos, said no to the corporatization of our public
federal elections. NYSUT will soon announce eneducation and yes to a better future for the next
generation. The chants and sings of the labor army dorsements. UUP will participate in the fall camproclaimed, “Public ed, not private profits,” “Speak paign to elect candidates who support education
up for students,” and “Keep big business out of pub- and social justice.
lic ed.” Our k-12 schools and SUNY colleges are not
Go to http://www.nysut.org/news/2014/august/
for sale. With absolute resolve, State NYSUT President Karen Magee asserted, “Public schools do not nysut-issues-endorsements-for-2014-elections and
belong to corporations. Public schools do not belong then download a complete list of NYSUT endorseto the privateers who want to make a buck off stu- ments for 2014 elections (PDF).
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UUP Joins CSEA at Oneonta Outlaws Game: Union Baseball

unionists at the ballgame: Fred, Jeri, & Bill

On Saturday, Saturday, June 28, 2014, a animated UUP delegation attended an Oneonta Outlaws
game at historic Damaschke Field. CSEA LOCAL 839 sponsored the game. Admission was free. Aided by
enthusiastic union cheers, the hometown Oneonta Outlaws defeated the Geneva Reds Wings 5-4 in New
York Collegiate Baseball League action on perfect summer night. Fred Miller, who organized the UUP contingent at the ballpark, served several terms as UUP Oneonta Chapter President. Amongst his many milestone achievements, Fred was a minor league baseball pitcher, with a wicked curve ball, in the old St.
Louis Browns farm system. UUP stalwart Jeri Anne Jerminario, from her season box on the third base
side, kept the Outlaws at the ready. Jeri Anne hosted the mother and grandmother of Outlaw relief pitcher Tresco Shannon in her box. The Outlaws are managed by SUNY Oneonta alum and NYSUT unionist Joe
Hughes. Baseball Hall of Fame Librarian Jim Gates served as official scorer. Oneonta Mayor Dick Miller
was in attendance. Going to the game was a great way to show solidarity with our union sisters and
brothers in CSEA and to support community recreation. A good time was had by all. With Katie Casey, we
raise our voices:

Take me out to the ball game,
Take me out with the crowd;
buy me some peanuts and Cracker Jack,
I don't care if I never get back.
Let me root, root, root for the home team,
If they don't win, it's a shame.
For it's one, two, three strikes, you're out,
At the old ball game.
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UUP Congratulates Member Promotions
UUP congratulates the 25 members of the union bargaining unit who were recently promoted. The significant achievements and notable achievements of these exceptional individuals merit kudos. Let us recognize and applaud them. Their names and new ranks appear below.
Full Professor
 Gustavo Arango, Foreign Languages & Literatures
 Jennifer Bueche, Human Ecology
 Rob Compton, ALS/Political Science
 Ho Hon Leung, Sociology
 Theresa Russo, Human Ecology
 Alex Thomas, Sociology
 Donna Vogler, Biology
 Renee Walker, Anthropology
Associate Librarian
 Heather Beach, Milne Library
Associate Professor
 Tracy Betsinger, Anthropology
 Suzanne Black, English
 Yun-Jung Choi, Human Ecology
 Carol Dean, Secondary Education
 Todd Ellis, Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
 Gregory Fulkerson, Sociology
 Allan Green, Chemistry & Biochemistry
 Dawn Hamlin, Educational Psyc, Counseling & Special Ed
 Brett Heindl, Political Science
 Gina Keel, Political Science
 Toke Knudsen, Math, Computer Sci., Statistics
 Elaine Lawrence, Secondary Education
 Laura Munteanu, Math, Computer Sci., Statistics
 Florian Reyda, Biology/BFS
 Jonathan Sadow, English
 William Walker, Cooperstown Graduate Program

UUPer Jacqueline Bennett Receive Patent
Congratulations to UUPer Jacqueline Bennett, Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry, on the patent
of “Green Synthesis of Aryl Aldimines Using Ethyl Lactate.” It signifies an impressive achievement with
much good to come from it. Dr. Bennett’s research, undertaken in collaboration with her student research
group, the Blondes (Building a Legacy of Outstanding New Developments and Excellence in Science), will
facilitate advances in an array of medical, industrial, and household products.
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Oneonta Peer-led
Cancer Support Group
A support group for survivors, fighters, caregivers and supporters

If you have been touched by cancer in any way,
You are welcome here!
When:
Time:
Where:

Third Wednesday of each month
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
SUNY Oneonta Campus, Hunt College Union
Butternut Valley Room, next to Starbucks

Upcoming Schedule
Aug. 20

Regular Support Meeting

Sept. 17

How to talk to your families about your diagnosis
Presentation by Mary Mancini, Nurse Navigator

Oct. 15

Regular Support Meeting

Nov. 19

Presentation TBA

Dec. 17

Regular Support Meeting

Meeting schedule for 2015 to be posted soon
If you have questions, would like more information or want to be added to our email list,
contact Laura Emmett laura.emmett@oneonta.edu or Lauri Arnold lauri.arnold@oneonta.edu

Sponsored in part by

and

Like us on

The New York State Employee Assistance Program is funded through the negotiated agreements between the State of New York and CSEA, PEF,
UUP, C-82, DC-37, NYSCOPBA, and GSEU. The Governor’s Office of Employee Relations provides funding on behalf of M/C employees.
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Deficit Reduction Program

The final extraction for the first year of the Deficit Reduction Program was drawn from the payroll period
beginning May 22, 2014 (the June 18 paycheck reflected the final deduction for the first year). Members
saw the difference in their paychecks in July and August. The extraction for the first year of the DRP totaled
5 days' pay.
Extractions for the final four days of the DRP will begin in September, 2014 and continue through the academic year. The final extraction for these last four days will be drawn from the payroll period beginning
May 21, 2015 (the June 17, 2015, paycheck will reflect the final deduction). This will complete the twoyear Deficit Reduction Program required by the State, as specified in the 2011-2016 Agreement Between
United University Professions and the State of New York.
Seven out of the 9 Deficit Reduction Days will be repaid to all bargaining unit members at the end of the
contract period, beginning on June 30, 2016, spread out in equal amounts over 39 payroll periods. Employees who separate from service prior to the full repayment for the reduction will be paid the balance of
money owned at the time of their separation.

Faculty Absence from Class for Religious Reasons
To:

All Faculty

From:

E. Maria Thompson, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Steven R. Perry, Vice President for Student Development

Subject:

Faculty Absence from Class for Religious Reasons

Date:

January 22, 2014

Education Law (Section 224-a) states that any student who is unable, because of his or her religious beliefs, to attend classes on a particular day or days shall be excused from any examinations, study or
work requirements.
Similarly, under New York State law, SUNY Oneonta is obligated to provide an equivalent opportunity

for faculty to be absent from classes for religious observance. In such cases, faculty may notify students
of alternate class arrangements, assignments or cancellation. Such absences may not result in additional class sessions scheduled outside the existing time pattern for the course.
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UUP Gets Golf Cart Tour—and Updates—from Associate Vice President for Facilities
Tom Rathbone
space, and environmentally friendly core, the new
Fitzelle provides a centerpiece for the campus. Fitzelle
domiciles the departments of Education, Psychology, Philosophy, Math/Computer Science, and Africana-Latino
Studies as well some faculty from other areas. In addition
to faculty offices, Fitzelle domiciles a phalanx of well
equipped classrooms as well as the culinary temptations
of the Seasons Café.
left to right, Dale Couse, John VanRaalte, Bill Simons,
Tom Rathbone, & Norm Payne atop roof of Alumni Hall.
Photo by Rick Roberts.

To keep the College community knowledgeable about
phsical facilities, SUNY Oneonta Associate Vice President
for Facilities and Safety Tom Rathbone invites individuals
from various components of the campus to accompany
him on his ubiquitous campus inspections. For years,
Tom has graciously included UUP on the list of invitees.
On Friday, July 11, 2014, UUP Oneonta Chapter Academic
Delegate Nancy Cannon and President Bill Simons accompanied Tom on his inspection. They travelled by golf cart.
This was Bill’s 12th annual golf cart tour with Tom. These
tours provide information that facilitates LaborManagement discussions about physical facilities.
In addition, on Friday, August 1st, Bill joined Tom, Assistant Director of Facilities Norm Payne, Assistant Director Maintenance/Administration Rick Roberts, Chief Janitor Dale Couse, and Industrial Hygenist John VanRaalte
for a detailed and thorough inspection of Alumni Hall,
prompted by reports of flaking dust on the third floor.
Remediation will be implemented. The tour included ascent by ladder and hatch door to the Alumni Hall roof.
UUPers may remember John Van Raalte, a consummate
professional from the Occupational & Environmental
Health Center of Eastern New York, for his outstanding
remediation work a decade ago on the tunnel connecting
Netzer, Schumacher, and IRC. Recovery from a triple hernia operation prevented UUP Health/Safety Officer Ron
Bishop from joining the contingent.
Numerous construction sites punctuated campus this
summer. Supervising campus facilities is comparable to
managing the physical infrastructure of a small city. With
$28.5 million over two years, the ambitious rehab of
Fitzelle constituted the largest project. Given its prodigious size, aesthetics, technology, emphasis on common

Summer infrastructure and sustainability projects also
entailed major work in the following buildings: Physical
Science, Grant, Hulbert, Curtis, and Schumacher. In
addition, the exterior third floor masonry of the Library
now gives Milne a signature look. The outdoor track got
a makeover. Sidewalks and curb cuts received upgrades.
Disability accessibility received attention. Energy savings
and feasibility remain the watchwords. In addition to the
preceding projects, a still evolving Master Plan for facilities augurs significant construction in the decade ahead.
Tom is excited about the campus’ future. A recipient of
the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Service, Tom
supervises facilities planning, facilities operations, energy
management, infrastructure, construction and Environmental Health & Safety. He coordinates many notable
infrastructure improvements and additions at the
College. From blueprints to materials to costs to personnel, Tom expertly directs construction, operations, and
safety.
Many of us who have gone on golf cart tours of the College with Tom can attest to his commitment and vision.
The first impression many prospective students and visitors have of the College derives from the physical plant,
and thanks to Tom and his team that is one of the College’s great assets.
UUPers Dennis Hoffman, Mike Kinsella, Hilgrove Delancy,
Janet Frankl, Norm Payne, Rick Roberts, Phil Bidwell, Terry Zimmer, Lesley Bidwell,and Scott Barton contributed
oversight for most of the summer projects. They continue, as always, to provide great leadership in Facilities Operations, keeping the campus running and looking great.
Facilities and UUP will next collaborate for a NYSUT sponsored Indoor Air Quality Training workshop to be conducted by John VanRaalte on Friday, November 7. Announcements and details will follow.
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To Die in Peru in the XVI Century
By Miguel León, UUP Latino Concerns Committee and Academic Delegate
In memory of David López Morales

As a project for the summer 2014 I decided to write an article about attitudes toward death and afterlife based on
my analysis of the Spanish conquistadors’ wills. My goal was to analyze 6 wills and publish, in their entirety, two of
these important documents. I started the project with enthusiasm but my planning did not factor that, after a month
long agony, a childhood friend of mine was going to die on May 31. My research became a mixture of historical imagination and mourning; an exercise in historical analysis but also an exercise in the contemplation of death.
What is the importance of a will in the sixteenth century? Besides the legal importance of a will as a document to
legate properties and inheritance, this piece of writing was drafted with the purpose of ordering your soul before
God --which in terminology of the time was stated as the alleviation of your conscience-- in the transit to the afterlife. In these documents a testator introduced himself and gave a bit of information about his social and economic
background and dictated the steps to be taken after his death such as the disposal of the body, the funeral, the celebration of masses, the burial, etc. It was a popular practice to be buried with the Franciscan habit, which gives you
an idea of the prestige of this religious order among Spanish Peruvian Roman Catholics at that time.
The information that conquistadors’ wills provide is rich and fundamental for understanding the origins of colonial,
republican and even today’s Peruvian society. The conquistadors, in constant negotiation with the chiefs of the communities, rearranged the landscape of the Andes based on their cultural designs. Cities and towns were founded during these years and the wills provide significant information for understanding these transformations. The wills provide information on the location of properties and businesses (mines, textiles workshops, cattle grazing lands, etc).
For example, based on this information ethnohistorians can easily reconstruct a map of entire sections of valleys. For
linguists, these documents are really gold mines totally unexplored because of the early encounter between Quechua and other native Andean languages and Spanish.
Another area of importance for these documents was its religious nature. As was stated previously, wills were drafted to arrange your soul before God and society in a period where the two were profoundly intertwined. A will itself
started with a confession of faith: “I believe in God, the Holy Trinity, Father, Son and Spirit” which was among the
most common formulas, however, not the only one. Even though, at that time, the Church was present in all areas of
society, in Spanish societies the will was to be written before a notary, a public and legal witness. These documents
were not drafted out of inspiration of the notaries. On the contrary, these documents followed strict theological,
civil and legal protocol. People took this moment very seriously and theologians and spiritual writers advised people
how to die. In fact, the sixteenth century witnessed a literary boom of manuals of death called at that time Ars
Moriendi. Among the best-sellers of this genre was the treatise Agonía del Tránsito de la Muerte del Maestro Alejo
Venegas (Agony of the Transit to Death by Master Alejo Venegas) which at least was published six times in the sixteenth century in Spain alone. This Summa of the theology of dying is a profound theological reflection on dying and
the afterlife which was recently published again by two scholars with an impressive critical study, annotated and erudite footnotes.
As wills show, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there was a sharp increase in soliciting masses for
your soul in the main church or monasteries. Obviously the celebration of many masses was a prerogative of the rich
because poor people could not afford this practice. The belief in the purgatory, a place where souls purge their sins
and suffer torments, prompted the need to celebrate masses to alleviate the souls of the purgatory and intercede
for their transition to heaven. This made the church and its priests a powerful intermediary between people and
God. One of our conquistadors requested that their albaceas (executors) celebrate 1,200 masses for his soul. It is not
difficult to imagine what a burden this must have been for the very small population of priests at the time in Peru..!!! It is interesting to read in the spiritual and ascetic books of the time explanations about why people needed
so many masses. Why wasn’t just one necessary? Theologians elaborated all kinds of arguments to prove the need
for many masses.
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To Die in Peru in the XVI Century (continued)
One of the striking features of the wills of the conquistadors was a component called the restitución, or the restitution. Fray Bartolomé de las Casas, a Dominican Friar who championed the defense of the rights of native peoples of
the Americas and denounced the abuses of the conquistadors, made a huge impact on the minds of the aged conquistadors who felt guilty for the exploitation and destruction that they caused to native people during the wars of
conquest and afterwards. In order to return some of what was taken from them the conquistadors restituted properties, money, land, etc. Several conquistadors restituted lands and cattle which were used by the natives to pay their
colonial tribute. I have been able to corroborate that the native communities were granted these restitutions, however, this does not mean that the natives never suffered from exploitation, abuse and harassment from descendants of
the conquistadors and other people who wanted their lands and properties. On the contrary, as many studies have
demonstrated attacks on the integrity and cohesion of the native communities was the norm in the colonization of
America.
Preparation for dying was very important in the sixteenth century. Is it important in our days? It seems that, at least
in the United States, a literary boom of literature on the preparation for dying and bereavement is taking place. The
editorial success of books such as The Art Dying. Living Fully into the Life to Come by Rob Moll and many others are
an example of that trend. Perhaps this editorial success is moving society towards a more holistic approach to death
and the afterlife.

First and last page of the will of Hernando de Chávez, encomendero of Huánuco.
Archivo General de la Nación del Perú.

1

Alejo Venegas, Agonía del Tránsito de la Muerte. Edition Critique avec introduction et notes par Marc Zuili and preface de Jacqueline Ferreras. Ouvrage publié avec le concours de l’université de Paris X-Nanterre et de l’université de Valenciennes et du
Hainaut-Cambrésis. L’Harmattan: Paris, Montreal, 2001.
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The “Jamaican model” of Diversity: Implications for Us
By Don Hill, Professor, Africana & Latino Studies and Anthropology; UUP Member

Don Hill

Describing rude carnival songs in nineteenth century Martinique, Henry Edward Krehbiel wrote: “These satirical songs spring up like poisonous fungi.” The same may be said of administrative positions. I’ve taught
at nine colleges and universities over a span of 50 years – certainly one of the longest institutional memories of anyone at SUNY – and I’ve never seen anything like the current administrative TAKE OVER of academic functioning here by people who do not have the academic credentials in the various fields. It is the
equivalent of taking the issue of evolution from scientists and turning it over to Biblical scholars. At
Hunter, at City (of New York) College, at City (of New York) University, at San Francisco Community College,
at Hartwick, at San Francisco State College, at Indiana University, and at New York University – all places
where I have taught – I was always hired by faculty, not administrators. At Hunter the deans were faculty;
that is, they rotated for a few years as dean only to be returned to the faculty. When I first came to SUNY
Oneonta we had no dean in my division; that position was held by Provost and Vice President Cary
Brush. We had the same size school, many fewer administrators; we were a well-oiled machine that
worked. We were an “outcome-free zone.”
With respect to the issue of diversity I believe that SUNY Oneonta, especially the administration, are well
meaning but misunderstand the real issue of diversity. They follow what I have called the “Jamaican model” of diversity. The interesting thing about Jamaica (and Grenada where I lived for two years) is that racial
diversity existed at the top, not throughout the society and especially not at the bottom. That is the model
SUNY Oneonta (and the US generally) follows. Diversity works for the upper middle class and maybe even
for the middle class. But try to add poorer folks to the mix, to have a college such as our school, deliberately seek out faculty or students who have moved up in class or who may not play by the exclusionary socalled ‘civility’ of the middle class, then one gets in trouble. But SUNY Oneonta should also be a college for
the barrio, for so-called “trailer trash” and for “the hood.” If our country is to survive we need to have such
people in school, not in prison. This is what I believe.
Africana/Latino Studies, likely more than any other department, reflects true race, gender, and class diversity with Black, Latino, Asian, White, female, male, gay, and straight members and with an appeal to students with delightfully vernacular accents. It is a model the administration should covet and emulate, not
scorn. But we are not ‘civil,’ we yell a lot because we see the fatal flaw in the Jamaican model. To allude to
an old movie, it isn’t a “clean cut” educated Black man who is coming to dinner (as in “Guess Who’s Coming
to Dinner?”) it will be rude, brash folks like us.
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UUP Family Contributes Window Garden Boxes for the Local Food Pantry
By Dennis Higgins, Assistant Professor, Mathematics, Computer Science & Statistics
Green Leaf Lettuce

Red Leaf Lettuce

Spinach

Chives

Parsley

Watercress

My daughter, Patricia, joined Jane Goodall’s organization, Roots and Shoots last year. It is hard for a nineyear-old, on her own, to make a big difference in global poverty and environmental degradation, so the
rest of the family was recruited to help. We went around with truckloads of manure to assist others in
starting gardens. For nearby neighbors, I used my tractor to till garden plots.
Our family also became involved with the Otego Food Pantry last year. My wife attended several board
meetings and my children helped clients carry groceries to their vehicles. We decided this year to work on
a different project: handing out garden boxes to Food Pantry clients. We started months ago, asking local
businesses, like Home Depot and Tractor Supply, to donate soil, garden boxes, and seeds. Local organizations and neighbors also donated seeds, plants, and more garden boxes. My wife and four daughters
worked energetically to seed or transplant into each box a variety of lettuces, spinach, and herbs. All told,
we prepared 19 garden boxes for distribution to food pantry clients. Each garden box came with literature
about care, harvesting, and suggested use.
I was very proud of my family’s efforts, but also wanted to document this eminently doable local effort to
help people connect with their food supply, gain access to fresh vegetables, and learn to start their own
gardens.

making a difference
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SUNY Oneonta Farmers Market Dates: Fall 2014
UUPer Dennis Higgins announces that there will be a SUNY Oneonta Farmers Market on campus on
six consecutive Tuesdays—September 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, and October 7. The Schumacher quad between
Schumacher and the Netzer Administration building will serve at the venue for the SUNY Oneonta Farmers Market. For contact purposes, Dennis Higgins can be reached at Dennis.Higgins@oneonta.edu .The
Farmers Market will allow the SUNY Oneonta community to support New York State agriculture and

specialty crops within the region while connecting us to farms within the region.

SENTINEL QUIZ
By Nancy S. Cannon, Academic Delegate

What Major League Baseball team will win the 2014 World Series? Eligible predictions must reach Nancy Cannon (Nancy.Cannon@Oneonta.Edu) by October 6th.
The first respondent with a correct answer will receive a baseball-related prize.
For the May-June Quiz (“A Major League Baseball catcher for fifteen seasons, this
scholar allegedly spoke 12 languages; studied at Princeton, Columbia, and the Sorbonne; practiced law; and was an atomic spy. He dazzled the audience on the quiz
show Information Please. He also took photos of Tokyo that were used in World
First World Series, 1903:
Boston vs. Pittsburgh

War II bombing raids. Who is he?”)”: the first correct answer was provided by Rob
Compton.
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